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a self-exculpating nature may avail itself. It will pay
him to consider well his attitude toward every oue of his
pupils and seek to discover what is his real notion of
them.

Here is one who is a delight to him ; he enjoys

teaching such a pupil and expects rich results.

An¬

other is a bore, can not learn ; another is lazy, will

and empty superficiality of view !
isolated chord be “ pretty » ?

H

Every

and esthetieally considered, must

effect, save as modified by distributi
and the particular octave in which

Necessarily, his attitude toward each one must vary, and

larly with any of the discords, seve
The truth of the matter is that th
relative and depends upon what pr

the vital question is, Does my work, my earnestness, my

lows

thoroughness, vary accordingly ?
The question, honestly asked

ground fact of life. A single chor
pose ; it produces an effect on the mi
than several times, becomes weariso

not study ; still another is willing, hut lacks ability.

and

conscientiously

answered, may prove a sharp, an abiding lesson to the
teacher whose work has grown perfunctory in char¬
acter.

^ ACATION is over.

Jack has had his play.

He was

M8®r for his time of recreation, for he believes most
thoroughly in the truth of the old adage, “All work and
no play makes Jack a dull boy.” But now that the ener-

It is conditioned upon activit

But let it be contrasted by follow
different character, and we cal. in
faculty and thus introduce us in

h6a"Wagner story which lately app

musical journals is credited to Sain

'ating heat of the summer season, the relaxing period of
play-time is over, he should prove the converse of the old

How easy it is to mistake a par
How easy
thiD„ and

proverb. With the teachers of the country again in their
studios, and pupils again in their homes and schools,
libth refreshed and strengthened by a rest from dull
routine, by a change of mental and physical activity,
there should arise in each heart the determination to
wake this season’s work the best and richest in results
ofall those that are behind.

The future is to be made.

•■*tit be a bright, a fruitful one.

ESSE....—

I.et us enter it with

haPPy, with courageous hearts, a willingness to labor,
aid a confidence in a successful outcome.

the composition.
A similar
hymnals, m which

Tukse is something in the constitution of society that
admits of hero-worship.

The public demands an idol.

the present time the soldier and the sailor are the
*ntral ®8ures of all groups,'social and political, of all
fetches with pencil or pen, and of all conversation,

^ „

“ S'" ^ !itiona!nsinging is usually
Congregational^ P
^
writer prays to *>e “f
as
hymn with such alte
8igu indicating a Iroe^

literature, politics, science, and discovery must take
t

ack seat. But ’twill not he for long.
® predict that the coming musical season will wit-

of

dominant idea of the wnoic

",e arising of musical heroes—no new experience,
We'er, as all who remember the Paderewski craze can

joicing.

his activities. It is needless to say that there is need
for caution, for it is easy to make the mistake of going
where the opportunities may be still more circumscribed.
But if a fortunate change of place has been made, he
can start out on a new and much higher plane. The
new surroundings and fiercer competition of the local
musical magnates will spur him to the very best efforts
in him. There is one thing that he should not look for
when he seeks a better place for teaching—that is, an
easier place. Greater opportunities mean harder, as
well as better, work. He who has done good work is
prepared to do better, provided he is ready to do harder
work. The better the grade of teaching, the greater is
the demand on the nerve force and mental stamina of
the faithful teacher.
Teachers are or should be only advanced learners.
The law of expansion is upon mankind, and it controls
every member of the human race, as, indeed, it does
every organic thing, whether animal or plant, in the
rolling universe. You must go forward or yon will
clog the wheels of life and be crushed. When Beethoven
was at the climax of his perfected powers, while looking
over some of his youthful works, he said, “What
a fool you were in those days, Beethoven ! ” To realize
what he meant compare the First symphony with the
Fifth and the Ninth. Wagner grew also through stages
equally wonderful. “Hienzi,” “Lohengrin,” “Tristan,”
Parsifal,” just think of it, and yet we hear “the
sweet girl graduate ” complacently talk on the strength
of a repertoire of six pieces about having finished music.
No, thank God, music can no more be exhausted than
life itself. As well might a lark say that his song had
snuffed up all the atmosphere ; as well might an oyster
claim to have gulped in the ocean as any single musician
to say he had learned all that art has to teach The
Romans had a wise proverb which ran, “ars longa, vita
brevis, which Longfellow in his Psalm of Life worded
thus :
“ Art is long and time is fleeting.”

The sense of our smallness should not oppress us, but
we should rejoice to think what mountains of ioy remam to be ascended and explored.

A young girl studying with one of the best-known
pianists has hit upon a plan to perfect herself in methods
of teaching by going from house to house and supervis¬
ing the practicing of her teacher’s younger pupils. She
is a sort of traveling musical governess. This is not
only a great help to her in her musical studies, but also
a great advantage to the beginners and to their parents.
The great burden of responsibility for musical progress
of their children rests upon the parents. For, no mat¬
ter how great the teacher, he can not enforce practicing
when he is absent.
Many parents do not understand music, and so do not
know whether their children are practicing their music
correctly or not. In the latter case they are perhaps
acquiring habits which will retard their musical prog¬
ress.—“Musical Age
One trouble with the club-work, as it is commonly
carried out, is : trying to do too much. If you pass
through Switzerland upon a train of cars and are notified
here and there that the glittering snow-peak flying by is
Mont Blanc, the Matterhorn, Pilatus, the Jnngfrau,
etc., it will be very fine to remember later on that you
have seen these great and celebrated objects.
But if
you remain a week or a fortnight in the vicinity of any
one of these great landmarks of the Alps, your concep¬
tion of it will not only be far more clear, but your im¬
pression of its characteristic mood and objective effect
upon your feelings will also clear up.
Now, a great sonata, such as the “ Appassionata ” of
Beethoven, is like one of these great mountains. You
can not rush out any moment and come into its pres¬
ence. If you play, it is a question of mood and prepara¬
tion ; if you hear some one else, it is a question of occa¬
sion. Nevertheless, to know the sonata you must come
into close acquaintance with it. Your impressions must
not be too far apart.
What the intelligent student has to do, therefore, is
to make a selection of a certain small number of objects

interpreters of music or drama women are gainin
nown .

A ladies’ orchestra has been formed in Berlin u
the direction of Marie Wurm, composer-pianist. Se
well-known violinists of Berlin are in the club, whi
to consist of eleven violins, two violas, three ’cellos,
two harps.

An English lady, Miss Ethel Smyth, was honore
the production of her opera at Weimar. Miss Sm
also wrote the libretto which was founded upon a
by Alfred de Musset.

Several ladies, members of the American colon
Paris, and influential in musical circles, are interes
themselves in helping struggling compatriots.

A club has been founded in Rochester, N. Y.,
known as the Fortnightly Ignorance Club. The pr
pal plank in the platform of the club is, “We k
nothing, but seek knowledge.” We are not ove
guine as to the amount of sincere flattery and imitat
that will fall to

the

lot of

this club, but

we ventu

predict that these ladies will get a good deal of w
they seek. Socrates’ spirit is abroad.

Emma Fames was called “ an ideal Sieglinde
the London “Pall Mall Gazette ” in the review of
Covent Garden opera season.

Miss

Clara Butt, a prominent English contr

and a favorite of Queen Victoria, is said to be more
six feet in height.

It is announced in a Boston paper that Camilla
will play in several theaters devoted to vaudevilleMiss

Cora Vet, of Detroit, won a medal for vi

playing at the Paris Conservatoire.

Miss Edith Martin, a Boston girl, has won
praise in Europe for her fine harp-playing. She w
said to be highly accomplished as a violinist, Pia
and singer.

teacher accomplishes great results not because of the
Double Tempo.

method he uses, but because of the brains behind the
method.

MADAME A. PUPIN.
Many people practice everything in the same uniform
tempo, and generally a little too fast or too hurriedly.

This habit is not conducive to improvement.
of speed.

This is a very excellent way, but there are

occasions when practicing in double tempo will bring
about wonderful results.

Editions.

Double tempo means playing first very slowly, then
twice as fast, then four times as fast, and, if possible,
eight times as fast.

Nameless ” is a word that may very appropriately

be applied to the many editions now being published of
various compositions, standard and otherwise,

daily

Some of these editions

are valuable only as waste paper. Poorly and incorrectly
printed, they weary the eye and exhaust the patience of

When you can play

lx>th teacher and pupil. The standard editions will
always differ so long as they are edited by men of

a passage twice as fast with the same perfection and facility,

different minds, and this is an advantage, for by com¬

you may attempt it four times as fast; and if you can
play it four times as fast, with the same conditions, you

paring the best editions one may obtain many good

Double tempo is a test of ability.

may try it eight times as first.

But when any'new

tempo is tried and it does not go so fluently and cor¬
rectly as the preceding, it must not be practiced, but
go back and practice at the preceding tempos, which
will finally make this one possible.
For example, the practice of a trill with eight notes

suggestions, at least in the fingering and marks of
interpretation.

In forming a library a good plan is to

get the standard works bound in cloth ; they are durable,
attractive, and comparatively inexpensive—advantages
which the paper-cover editions do not possess.

disagreeable and disgusting habit of wanting a gr

make an even, rapid trill with eight notes to the count.

deal of coaxing for a little playing ?

Double tempo gives yon an aim, shows you how to
reach it, and informs you when you have reached it.

There are a number of reasons for this reluctance
play before others. The principal one is that when

' LOUIS C. ELSON.

It is known to almost every musician that the scale
used in our musical system is out of tune with the inter¬
vals demanded by nature. The composers of the fif¬
teenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries kept their
compositions always in one or two keys, because their

the laborer—is unerring in its decision as to
tutes a work of “ art.”

what

con

Therefore, all that goes by

name of “art ” among the cultivated classes, or the
(as he uses the terms synonymously), is false art.
Now, there is nothing more notorious than the

that the artistic sense is no respecter of persons, bu

as likely to manifest itself in one station of life a
another.

The greatest creative artists—those who h

given new directions to “art”—have arisen from

“people,” and, so far from conforming to the standa

of either “ people ” or “ princes,” have in the end c

pelled both to try to rise to their altitude.
Tolstoi' fails strongly to recognize the fact that
evolution of society must result in constantly incr

Every rise in the plane of educat

brings into view wider horizons of thought, feeling,
emotion, to which the dwellers on the humbler pla

CARL W. GRIMM.

diligently one, two, and four notes to a count, the day
will arrive when the student will discover that he can

The Tempered Scale.

tably the heritage of the other.
The whole of his argument is based on the postu
“that.” The instinct of the uneducated—the peas

ing complexity.

A Disagreeable Habit.

to a connt—the notes unevenly and hesitatingly played
-will never make a perfect trill, while, by practicing

There is no more certain source of error than to div

clusive property of one class, make “ Wrong” as in

E. A. SMITH.

being foisted upon the market.

weaken the force of the first impression.

the world sharply into two classes, in accordance w
any standard, and, assuming that “ Right ” is the

Others

begin very slowly and work gradually up to a high rate

calm reconsideration several points come into view

W HO has not met piano players possessed of that m

must be strangers.

He denounces “Hamlet ” ns false

and praises a savage representation of a hunter an
deer by the Vognl Tartars as true art.

But su

“there are more things in heaven and earth than

dreamed of” in Vognl philosophy, and to those *

moment comes for them to show what they can do, tl
begin to feel that they have not studied everything

instruction far beyond the view of the Vognl, and i

thoroughly as they should have done.

surely unfair to say that, because the Vognl can

They realize tl

hey can not accomplish what is expected of the
Always be prepared to play a number of pieces well.
Others may refuse because they are nervous

T

so-called nervousness too often proves to be not an f
ment, but a lack of concentration of the mind wli
playing before others. Take every chance you can get
practice the art of playing to people, and always

can receive it, “ Hamlet ” may be pregnant with valua

enjoy it, it is false art, or that the educated has no n

to enjoy it because the Vognl can not.
In the first chapter is an aceonnt of an opera rel,e^r
iu the thirteenth chapter of a performance of Sieg n

Both are written with irresistible humor, yet are fa
misleading. In the first case, because the ridicno
accidents that are inevitable at a rehearsal

should

n

Peters edition to all others; it is concise and does not
burden the stndent with the unnecessary and tiresome
foot-notes with which ambitious, albeit unpractical, edi¬
tors like Busoni incumber the text. The Germerand Riemann editions are entirely unfit for use, for they do not
even present the text as Bach thonght it, and the Steingraeber edition is likewise too prolix.

From the thirty

overtaxed.

It should not be forgotten that also our

native players have prepared for the coming season.

Of

American pianists who always have concertos at their
fingers’ ends, there are Joseffy, Godowsky, Sherwood
Baermann, Fanny Bloomfield-Zeisler, Lockwood, Jessie
Shay, Gallico, Jonas, Florence Terrel, Julie Rive-King,

Inventions I would advise selecting the most useful and

Spannuth, and Josephine Hartman.

practical only, grading them according to the ability of

the spoils of the new season were to be divided into very
many small parcels.

the pupil; the same careful selection would be made
from the French and English suites, after which the
Clavichord should follow. There are six little Bach
pieces, edited by MacDowell, which come in quite handily,

It looks as though

It is better to entertain

friends with a correct and clean rendering of a

sonata by dementi than to annoy them with a n

and blundering performance of a Chopin polonais

you know the former thoroughly, play it; if yo
uncertain about the latter, don’t play it.

This advice does not appeal to the pride of pupi

though it is just a bit hard to determine where one ends
and the other begins.

I would not use many of the

denrust’s manager displays acute wisdom in importing

modernized Bach transcriptions or arrangements, as few
of them preserve the character of the original work, and

the Dutch pianist, for nowhere else is there such a
demand for marvelous Bach-players as in the United
States.

a showing as possible, but it should appeal to thei
mon sense.

You may know the polonaise well e

to get through it once in a while without a
take, if yon have good luck.

But luck is fickl

liable to desert you at the critical time, and the

wonder why you can’t play with confidence in p

whereas you know yon could have played the so

with that of the works of his great contemporaries, Scar¬
latti and Handel.
When playing triplets against even eighth notes, play
the second even note just half way between the second
and third triplets, thus :

to attempt to play anything in public that is no
within your powers.

teachers, both of whom are anxious to make as br
Edouard Zeldenrust’s chief claim to distinction lies in
the fact that “he plays Bach marvelously.” Air. Zel¬

would alternate the study of this master by all means

requisite in overcoming nervousness is to learn t

with correctness and confidence ; and the second,

A prominent music journal recently propounded the
vital query in its editorial columns, “When will this
country be ripe for a fruitful art life; when need we no
onger look to Europe for artistic inspiration and guidance?”
0

with perfect confidence.
These cases are illustrative, and are intended to

that lack of confidence generally results from la
suitable preparation.

Remember that the gr

pianist you ever heard has seen the time when he
not play as well as you can.

Remember, also, t

recital by such an artist as Paderewski, or Josef
less commercial bump; when all our fellow-citi
have been taught that a harmonica or a mandolin is
I can sympathize with the trouble you have in mem¬
orizing lengthy pieces, and your case bears out my
conviction that memory as well as sight reading is a
specific quality of the mind which we either have or
have to do without, and all claims which are made for
certain methods that promise to make it possible for
every one to memorize are spurious and fraudulent.
You may understand the form of a piece, analyze it,
have its plot at your fingers’ ends, and play it over and
over, and yet it does not remain with you, all methods

on a par with the violin or piano ; when the masses
applaud music other than “ Get Yo’ Money’s Wu
and

Enjoy Yo’self”; when people’s singing da,

convermzionea, church concerts, glee clubs, college b,
and mandolin orchestras, and the ubiquitous i
quartet have all been relegated to their proper stai
when music ceases to be a “fad”; when artists
Joseffy MacDowell, Maud Powell, and Kneisel ins
as much genuine enthusiasm as Black Patti, Weber
Fields, Jules Levy, and Lew Dockstader ; when int

“Method ” is, anyway, a very elastic

gence, modesty, and culture shall have become commc

term, which may mean much or little, and usually hides

all classes ; when we shall be in a position to found

to the contrary.

own great national schools of music ; when our compo

Sherwood, or Hofmann represents an enormous am
of patient and severe practice.

Specific suggestio

to materials and methods of practice would be s
fluous. Get a good teacher. Follow his direc
faithfully and conscientiously.

Cultivate the facu

attention, which is a prime necessity of success i

undertaking.
Don’t be afraid of work.
Use
brains.
Memorize your pieces.
Criticize your
playing.

If certain passages bother you, practice

more than the easier parts. Study harmony. B
help your memory and make yon more self-reliant

Finally, to return to the subject of confidence, b

ambitious to see your name on a program in conn

with a work of known difficulty than to give a b

ful and attractive rendering of something simple
you have fully mastered.—“ Presto.”

see her mother.

You occupy the parlor, so the maid

ushers the visitor into the library.

Mrs. C. comes

downstairs and at once enters into an animated conver¬
sation with Mrs. B. (not in a low tone of voice, by any
means) about styles of gowns, bonnets, or maybe some
fashionable dinner party that has or is about to take
place.

Result—another break in the lesson, and you

are obliged to speak to the pupil, sometimes sharply, in
order to get the mind back on the work.

Thus the

to having no knowledge of the “notes,” and was firm in

It is said of the teacher mentioned that he had a

voice carry her to the front ranks of sopranos, both in

stick, six or eight feet long, with which he “pok

the quartet choir of her church and on the concert stage.

the younger members of his class into position. I can

She could easily bring this about, since she was in the

vouch for this, as he never used the “poker” on

social swim to an extent that would open all places

but at times when a pupil made a very bad mista

before her.

have heard a conversation something like this :
Teacher : “Herr-, vos dot moosic written der

How was it possible to make this girl—and

many more like her—understand that in art we demand

lesson goes on, and you work harder and the pupil

eternal truth ? that there never was, there never can be
mere opinions in art?

derives less benefit from the lesson than if given in a

* *** .

quiet studio, away from noise and all manner of things
that tend to interrupt a lesson.
Then there is a business light from which to view it.

easy bowing and a good tone are well-nigh impossib

her resolve to make an exceptionally weak, bloodless

you haf blayed it? ”
Pupil: “No, sir.”
Teacher : “Veil den, vot for you blay itdot vay?

dinks you vos a better gomboser as der man vot w

“Ear Training.”

dot moosic? ”

T. L. RICKABY.

How many, many pupils compose in this fash

You lose time in goiDg from honse to house ; sometimes
by missing a car, or by a pupil being out when you

This pupil played only the simplest, note-against-note
pieces, but one day she accomplished something which

altering the ideas of the composer by careless read

arrive and coming in late for thelesson, and yon feel you

is beyond my powers. On beginning to play she inad¬
vertently got her left hand one key too far down, and

practice !

must do so much more with the pupil in order to expect
some advancement by the next lesson.

. *.*.
“ Lessons in Classical Music.”
aimf.e M. WOOD.

“If you please, I’d like to take lessons in classical
music.”
I looked up hastily as the young girl made the request.
Several experiences during my few months of teaching
in the small village had rendered me skeptical as to the
extent of the general information regarding the nature
of “classical” music.
This aspiring one I recognized at once as the daughter
of a well-to-do merchant in the place.
Upon inquiry, I found that she had received some in¬
struction from a teacher who formerly resided in the
village, and that during this course of study (?) she had
practiced on an organ, an ancient family relic, which
had recently been exchanged for a piano—a very good
instrument, as I afterward found.
“I have a friend iu B,” she said, mentioning a city
not far distant, “ who has been on a visit to us, and

played sixteen measures with the right hand playing in
the key of G, while the left hand accompanied in the
key of F. Her song probably was—

and stamping them indelibly on the memory by care
*
*

*
*

*

Peculiarities of Pupils.
KATHERINE LOUISE SMITH.
Teachers meet many peculiar pupils.

“ Ah tunes sound alike to me.”

One I k

used regularly to ask that the windows and doors m

be closed before she started to play, lest any passe
might hear her playing. When remonstrated with

*****

Gratis Work.
H. L. TEETZEL.

announced she wished “ to bnrst upon the world lik
revelation as a fine player.” Alas! When she did,

Mrs. Brown is a musical amateur who is devoting
her varied talents, musical and otherwise, to the com¬

revelation had no confidence in herself, becanse she

pilation of a set of children’s songs, some of which she
writes herself, and others of which she gleans from varied
sources.
The other day she went into the stndioofMr _
who is an arranger of band and orchestral music

This

gentleman was up to his ears in work which must he
ready for the rehearsal in two hours, but Mrs. Brown did
not consider any such possibility, nor that perhaps Mr
:
ought only to be interrupted in his work for strictly
business reasons. She unfolded her ideas to the extent
of twenty precious minutes, and coolly asked Mr_
to write gratuitously the mnsic to some words which

never learned to play before others.
Certain tricks scholars have are very objectiona

hut laughable withal. A girl of the awkward ag
fourteen, “standing with reluctant feet,” usedtosb

her shoulders whenever she made a mistake. I
being corrected she would try to do hetter, and, w

ever the inevitable shrug came, would say,
me.” The lesson was much like this, as she coun

one, two (shrug and “pardon me”), three, foor

one (shrug and “pardon me”), two, three, f°nr
infinitum. Shrugs were bad enough, but the “par
me” added made one feel like calling for mercy,
life was a burden until, at last, both ceased.

In the case of Handel’s “Allemande,” it is a question
of making the left hand equal with the right. You
have to practice each hand by itself quite a good*deal.
Meanwhile, Nos. 7, 9, and 10 are mechanical studies,
which.can be worked at a little every day for several
weeks together.
At the same time that you have been at work on this
book you might also have learned several pieces of par¬
lor music, besides the four I have already indicated in
the book of studies ; for example, Gottschalk’s “ March
of the Night,” “ Last Hope,” and “Dying Poet,” and
Wollenhaupt’s “Whispering Wind,” and, if you like,
one or two new compositions by recent writers, such as
“Minuet,” by Mrs. H. H.
“ Witches’ Dance,” etc.

A. Beach, MacDowell’s

In addition to this, you ought to learn something about
the more serious kind of music, and for your purpose a

will never know the difference. She has absolutely no
ear for music. She will probably end a piece on F in
the left hand and on G chord in the right, and not know
the difference until her attention is called to it.
“4. In ‘Hungarian Rhapsody, No. 2,’ by Liszt, can
you give me the metronome time for the different parts
or movements? Can not the trill on the sixth page,
which is written out for left and right hands, be played
just as well by the right hand, in the ordinary way ?
“5. Can you give me a correct rule for playing grace
notes and appoggiaturas? Are they to be played on the
beat, or is the note which they precede to be on the beat ?
I think I have more trouble with these than with any¬
thing else in music. In my annotated edition of sonatas,
etc., they are almost invariably written to be played on
the beat, and in some editions the grace note is marked
to be played on the beat. How are the appoggiaturas in
the polonaise ‘ Mignon ’ to be played ? Also is the opening
appoggiatura in ‘Impromptu in A-flat,’ of Chopin, to
be played on the beat, or does the accent come on the
note following?”

selection from Beethoven, Chopin, and Schubert, edited
by myself, will furnish you a number of slow movements
by Beethoven and some pleasing pieces by the other
writers ; or, in place of this, it would be quite as well
for you to work away at the pieces in my second book of
Phrasing, in which there are a number of “ Songs With¬
out Words,” by Mendelssohn, and several selections by
Chopin, Kubinstein, etc. You ought to learn each one
by heart, and play it just as well as you can imagine
that it ought to go.

In this way, to cover the ground of

the fifth grade, with the other work that I have indicated,
will probably take up six months’ time ; but this is not
all that you ought to do in the six months.

You onght

to work diligently at the “ Mason’s Technics,” and if
you have had no instruction in them, I would advise you
to begin with the two-finger exercises for about fifteen
or twenty minutes a day, following the order just as
they stand in the book.

Also begin work on the arpeg¬

gios, volume III, and learn what are called there the
“ direct forms” nnd “reverse forms,” Nos. 1 to 15
carried out in the first seven chords.
Two questions necessarily arise in this connection.
The first is as to how you are to know when you are
playing these things correctly.

This will be very diffi-

it is a much smaller affair.
Nearly all grace notes and nearly all embellish

are played on the beat; that is to say, the small

the right hand begins with the bass note in the lef

and this is also the case with the mordent in the

ning of the Chopin “ Impromptu in A-flat” Th

mordent begins with the bass note, and occupie

tle time as possible ; it consists of three tones—

note is accented and the last is held, so that the m

has the effect of an accent.
The questions that you have asked in your le
very important ones indeed, and no doubt will
a very large number of teachers who read The
In every community where singing is taught

public schools, and especially with children wh

had a certain amount of kindergarten trainin

would not find this ear-blindness that you m

above ; but as soon as you do find it in any degre
With reference to your first question, I am not quite
sure that I know what you mean, but I am sure that if

is only one way to proceed, which is to train the
hear. A few cases remain permanently unmusic

she practices a little more with her fourth and fifth fin¬
gers she will gradually get control of them.

the great majority—at least ninety-nine per cen
velop musical perception when you go to work

With reference to your second pupil, and also the
third, you need to start a course of training in ear. The
best thing yon can do with these pupils, if it is practic¬
able where you live, would be to put them into a singing
class.

If this is not practicable, yon had better form a

class on Saturday mornings consisting of these two little
girls and perhaps some others which you might get for
a class for ear training.

What you want to do with

them is to teach them the rudiments of melody, har¬
mony, and musical rhythm.

The firet thing is to cause

them to observe, and to do this I would like to know
whether either of them can sing a tune or not. If neither
of them is capable of singing tunes, you will have to
begin at the foundation by singing a tone in convenient
pitch, and ask them to sing the tone after you with the
voice ; this should be successfully done in any tone be¬
tween E first line and D fourth line, or two or three
higher.

Then, if you like, you could give them little

phrases of three tones, beginning on E—“do, re, mi,”

wake them up.

But you never can do this by fa

their attention upon the keyboard ; the tone i
thing to be heard, and to be thought as if hea
unless you have this background for your music,
never make players of them.

fellow, who informed me that, according to Adam Smith,
a man is an animal who makes bargains, and that, ac¬
cording to this definition, a musician was not a man at
all, since a musician, although he sometimes attempts it,
never succeeds in “ driving a bargain.” This informa¬
tion, lightly given, was seriously received, and after
some deliberation I concluded that there was more than
a little truth in it, however absurd it seemed at the
moment.
There are people in the profession,—and a large num¬
ber, too,—who deem it unbecoming to their calling to
solicit pupils.

There are others who look askance at

those of their co-workers who resort to ordinary business¬
like methods to increase their patronage. Again, there
are many who stand aghast at the idea of advertising,
and any suggestions relating thereto they repel with the
utmost scorn.

Happily, the number of such narrow¬

minded people is gradually decreasing, and the profession
is being benefited thereby.
There is no room for such shallow ideas.

They are

sadly out of place, and the teacher who entertains them
will surely come to grief. The musical profession must
needs keep pace with other professions, and consequently
all ridiculous, time-worn notions must be repudiated and
abandoned. In the same manner musicians must keep
pace with their co workers, and if time-worn ideas are
held, he who keeps to them will be abandoned on the
side of the way to success.
has always been so.

It can not be otherwise.

Music is termed the divine art.

It

He who follows the

calling is necessarily surrounded by an artistic atmos¬
phere. But that is no reason why he should deport him¬
self any differently than does his fellow-worker,-the
doctor or the lawyer, the farmer or the artisan. Nothing
calls for different action on the part of the musician :
nothing justifies it. The business man conducts his
work on business principles.

Why should the musician

not do so? The lawyer publishes his professional card
and the musician has the same privilege. Why should
he not rise to it?

point, then, having chosen his vocation, and later his
field of labor, we may assume it to be within the power
of the teacher of music to achieve success in his work
if he is truly intent upon it.
Before considering how best this

may

be accom¬

although her terms might be considered high;

and friends of her pupils are more than conten

results, and her occasional informal musieales are
pated with pleasure by all who are so fortunat
attend them.
A

successful

teacher, we may safely affirm

plished, let us first question “What constitutes the
successful teacher?”

achieved his fortunes, first, through a sincere love

I entered one day the studio of a young but already

work, allied to a love for his pupils and unaffected
est in them ; secondly, by that inseparable conco

noted teacher in New York city, whose name is widely
known chiefly because of her success in foundational,
work.

It was my privilege to remain within an ad¬

joining ante-room through two lessons, and possibly I
could scarcely have chosen a more favorable occasion
for the object of my visit.

The pupils engaging her

attention during the time were children who presented
a great contrast, both as to temperament and ability
yet each showed in her playing a remarkably developed
individuality of style, together with an exact technic
and an easy rendering that was most pleasing to hear
Noticing a particular absence of repetition, that is of
going over and over certain passages or phrases, I recog¬
nized that there was no practicing allowed during the
lesson hour, and that these midgets evidently must
have done good work by themselves, apart from the
teacher.

The pupil who first arrived was, it seemed

somewhat indifferent, yet of an easy-going disposition,’
and anything but painstaking by nature. I could
imagine her in the hands of some instructors—making
slight progress, blundering, refusing to practice, to the
discouragement of parents, and,

misunderstood and

mismanaged by the teacher, eventually “giving
music.”
6

un
F

To-day she was, perhaps, particularly inattentive at
first, and to my idea particularly trying. Ten minutes
later she was laughing happily, and immediately after
giving her whole endeavor to the work in hand

her

latent faculties awake and asserting themselves,’ her
don t care” manner replaced by a careful, studious
attentiveness. What had wrought the change? An
attribute innate with the teacher manifesting itself out¬

of success, taken little account of by the world,

we designate as tact; and, lastly, by a certain qu

that like the above requisites for the realization o
cess, if not already inherent, may be cultivated,

so-called “gift” of magnetism, of which the ingre

are said to be patience, animation, intelligence, ho

ness, persistency, enthusiasm, and dignity.
There are some minor, yet none the less impo

points that might be considered as having direct b

upon the attainment of success along pedagogical

A thorough and comprehensive preparation for the
has been assumed, and therefore not referred to;

“ gift for imparting ” is taken for granted as alrea

innate possession, although it can be acquired to a

degree ; but the influence of the items which go to
up what is called “personality,” while yet o
significance, it may be thought, has a most potent

whether thus considered or not. Cultivation, refine
and dignity here add their quota.

Amiability of

perament, unconsciousness of self, courtesy,

defe

toward aud consideration for others, appreciation fo

beautiful wherever discerned,—all these form prom
constituents of that all-round individuality which d
to itself success.
--,

—Originality does not consist in escaping from

but in the worth of ideas ; a tune is no more old

ioned now than it was in the time of Mozart, and i
been branded as obsolete simply because the inve

powers of respectable mediocrity are iueapable of
ducing it.—Philip Woolf.

reminded of a comedian with his rouge-pot, grease¬
paints, wigs, arms, and costumes. Without them, what
is the actor ? Without his finger-boards and exercising
machines, what is the pianist of to day ? He fears to
stop a moment because his rival across the street will be
able to play the double-thirds study of Chopin in
quicker tempo. It all hinges on velocity. This season
there will be a race between Rosenthal and Sauer, to see
who can vomit the greater number of notes. Pleasing,
laudable ambition, is it not? In my time a piano artist
read, meditated, communed much with nature, slept
well, ate and drank well, saw much of society, and all
his life was reflected in his play. There was sensibility,—
above all, sensibility,—the one quality absent from the
performances of your new pianists. I do n’t mean su¬
per sickly emotion, nor yet sprawling passion,—the pas¬
sion that tears the wires to tatters,—but a poetic sensi¬
bility that infused every bar with humanity. To this
was added a healthy tone that lifted the music far above
anything morbid or depressing.”
I continued in this strain until the dinner-bell rang,
and I had to invite my guests to remain. Indeed, I was
not sorry, for all old men need some one to talk to and
at, else they fret and grow peevish. Besides, I was anx¬
ious to put my young masters to the test. I have a
grand piano of good age, with a sounding-board like a
fine tempered fiddle. The instrument, an American
one, I handle like a delicate thoroughbred horse, and,
as my playing is accomplished by the use of my fi’ngere
and not my heels, the piano does not really betray its
years.
We dined not sumptuously but liberally, and with
our pipes and coflfee went to the music room. The lads
excited by my criticisms and good cheer, were eager for
a demonstration at the keyboard. So was I. I let
them play first. This is what I heard : The darkskinned youth, who looked like the priestly and unin¬
teresting Siloti, sat down and began idly preluding.
He had good fingers, but they were spoiled by a hammer--

grandiloquent Liszt Ballade, do you call that pianoforte

Clementi Villa-on-the- Wissahickon, Sept. l

music, that constant striving for an aping of orchestral
effects? Out upon it! It is hollow music—music with¬
out a soul. It is easier, much easier, to play than a

CHOOSING A MUSICAL CAREER.

Mozart sonata, despite all its tumbling about, despite
all its notes.
such

\ ou require no touch-discrimination for

a piece.

You

have none.

In your anxiety to

compass a big tone you relinquish all attempts at finer
shadings,—at the nuance, in a word. Burly, brutal, and
overloaded in yourstyle, you make my poor grand groan
without getting one vigorous, vital tone.

Why ?

Be¬

cause elasticity is absent, and will always be absent
where the fingers are not allowed to make the music’
The springiest wrist, the most supple forearm, the light¬
est upper arm can not compensate for the absence of an
elastic finger-stroke.

It is what lightens up and gives

variety of color to a performance. You are aU after tonequantity and neglect touch—touch, the revelation of
the soul.”

“
the dickens do you want to force the toi
said I, in tart accents. “ It is just there we disag
I yelled, for I was getting mad. “ ln your mad”,
of tone you destroy the most characteristic quali
the pianoforte,—I mean its lack of tone. If it <
sustain tone, it would no longer he a pianoforte
might be an organ or an orchestra, but not a pianol
I am after tone-quality, not tonal duration.
I W£
pure, bright, elastic, spiritual touch, and I let the
In an orchestra a full c

fort,ss,mo is interesting because it may be scored i,
most prismatic manner.

often

hear

the question, “Am I fitted

idea of music, and would be successful if I only ha

chance,” or “ I wish I had studied music when youn
etc.

We can not understand why any one should w

his or her time in vain regrets of this kind.

If a per

is gifted with musical genius, it will come out in so
form in due time, but it will never seek those who
constantly sighing over lost opportunities.

So m

men and women rush into the musical field who h
no ability whatever that it is no wonder that we

overcrowded with hundreds—yes, with thousands—
half-educated

instrumentalists and

vocalists.

T

choose the musical vocation not because they have
talent, but because they want to shine above others,

any iorcing ot tile tone,’
rather impudently.

mass take care of itself.

We

music? ” and also such expressions as, “I have a g

But hit out on the key bo,

smashing chord and, pray, where is the variety in c<
With a good ear you recognize the intervals of P
but the color is the same-hard, cold, and monotor

foolishly imagine that a musician’s life is an easy o
They are so carried away, too, with self-conceit that t

really think that the musical art would suffer with
their aid.

No one is fitted for music who is afraid of work, and
matter how high or how grand may be one’s ideas

the art, he will fall flat unless there be something pr
tical in the person himself.

The number of people w

would have “startled the musical world” had th

been blessed with opportunities “ when young” wo

probably go away up in the thousands in this coun
alone !

Perhaps it is wise that they were deprived

studying the divine art in their youth, for just imag

how we should be overrun with musical geniuses no

had they been allowed to develop their wonderful gi
—“ Metronome. ”

because you have choked the tone with your idi
hammer-like attack. Sonorous, at least, you claim
dely you to prove it. Where was the sonority in

—The nobleness of life depends on its consistenc
clearness of purpose, quiet and ceaseless energy.
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tial to your unfoldment, and you will be at ease; it

object because the entertainment was popular i

sidered drudgery, to which he replied :

matters very little whether you overcome it in this

acter.

“ Practicing the scales, going over my exercises, and
counting time.”

manner or in some other way.

be to lower her art.

A similar question, propounded to a piano teacher,
received this answer:
“ Trying to teach pupils who have no aptitude is the
only drudgery of which I have any knowledge.”

The principal thing for

herself in the estimation of her associates ha

of musical growth, and if you do this I am quite sure
that the word “drudgery” will have no abiding place

generously contributed her aid in a worthy cause.
At mauy of our charitable and other public i

in your practical vocabulary, even though it might

tions the inmates are delighted to listen to musi

come up as a haunting shadow occasionally.

visitors who play or sing can give a world of pleas
an occasional half hour’s performance.

practicing scales and exercises that is not always pleas¬

A SIMPLE REPERTOIRE.

who really loves music looks beyond the routine work and
BY JOSEPHINE MARTIN SANFOED.

A conscientious and energetic student delights in hisdaily

such words as fail and drudgery as he climbs up the
ladder from day to day.
The question of drudgery or no drudgery is deter¬
mined by the way we look at it, after all.

Of course,

if a teacher has no real love for music as an art and is
only following it because of the financial gains that are
to be made from it, then there is more or less drudgery
attached to the profession.

This same teacher, if he be

inclined, can so change his attitude as to entirely over¬
come his ideas of drudgery, and not only will he him¬
self be benefited, but his pupils will receive new enthu¬
siasm and new strength.

The moment he feels that

true musical art is to be prized far above all monetary
considerations, that moment he becomes endowed with a
quickening life and an impulse that acknowledges no
defeat or discouragement.
It is impossible for any one to experience that inde¬
finable joy and satisfaction in music teaching, until he
has come to a realization of what the study of music
means, and this state never comes until one absolutely
feels that there is no such thing as drudgery in any
walk of life, with which one’s heart is in harmony.

or Grieg?
enjoy.

forgets all discomforts, so engrossed is he in his study.

possess as perfect a technic as possible, and whatever
efforts are necessary he gives cheerfully, knowing no

What

audience does not care for Bach or Beethoven, W

ant, but it is not, by any means, drudgery, since a pupil

as the professional athlete bestows upon his regular exer¬
cises. The true musician realizes that it is essential to

Rather would Bbe have

you to do is to grow into a larger and fuller realization

I will grant that there is a monotony connected with

practice, looking upon such work with as much pleasure

She claimed that for her to perform there

That life grows daily more complex, we all agree, and
we deplore the same ; but beyond admitting that sim¬

There are plenty of good things the

It would be well for teachers to impress o

pupils the duty they owe to others in this directio
Every one should have a repertoire of pleasing
tions committed to memory.

Not necessarily lon

elaborate compositions ; it is better to have shor

plicity should be the watchword of the age, little indi¬

and a number of them.

vidual effort is made to remedy the present perplexing

carefully prepared, do not fail to make worthy

conditions.

them.

Simplicity, indeed, is fast becoming an old-

fashioned word, bringing a smile to the faces of the

And having your ma

Yon will find that the .more pleasure yo

young and a regretful sigh from the hearts of the old.

give to others, the more you will receive yourself
“
gracious service, like the quality ot mercy,

It is not strange, therefore, under the prevailing condi¬

him that gives and him that takes.”

tions, which exist in every plane of life, that the young
music student should fall into the common error, and

THE UTILITY OF MUSIC.

aim far over his own head and those of his audiences.
Quantity, not quality, is too largely the universal
demand, and many a pupil feels that if he can boast of
a large repertoire of difficult compositions he has reached
the desired goal. It is one thing to attempt a thing and
quite another to do it well ; but even if he has attained

In his article in “ The Forum ” Mr. Henry T.

gives some figures that convince ns that music sho
given a place among the useful arts. He says th

number of persons in the United States employ

skill in mastering his ambitious selections, he has but a

connection with piano and organ factories, music

faint understanding of what his art should mean to him

tuning, etc., is about 75,000.

and toothers if he feels satisfied to pursue his work simply

Census for 1890 gives the number of music teac

for his own artistic gratification.

Then the United

He has accomplished

this country at 62,000, so that we have a respects)

little until he has put his knowledge to the highest use,

centage of the inhabitants of the country who a

and the best use we can make of music, as of anything
else, is in placing it at the service of others.

pendent npon music for support, and in the n
above given are not included those who are sup

Too many do not consider the subject from this stand¬
point at all. Some of these students say, and not with¬

theaters, etc.

out a certain complacency, “I never play for any one.”

250,000.

What can be more selfish?

spent by patrons of the music trades and professio

It is as if one admitted

either wholly or in part by their singing in

Mr. Finck estimates the whole num

It would be interesting to know the a

through harmony in one year, and it is only a “getting

schools.

through.” An eminent teacher cautioned a certain pupil

somnolent elderly gentleman in an hour, each one ‘play¬

to take the best care of the certificates that he had ob¬

in the course of his remarks, says :

ing her piece ’ and going away without any real light

tained by passing the harmony examinations, as these

able that he who strives to attain the highest excelle

being thrown on her task.

same certificates were all that he had to show for his

runs, the teacher, wakening suddenly, asked a fright¬

year’s work, and without them no one would suspect

oped muscles, a strong nervous system, and, in fact

ened maiden where Miss So-and-so was, and whether

his knowledge.

in as good general health as possible.

she was not taking her lesson to-day.

It was not the fault of this pupil, who was ambitious
and diligent, but it was the result of a superficial
method of teaching an important subject.

It may be

Three pupils shared the attentions of this often

On one occasion, as the story

‘Oh, she has

played her piece and gone, sir, ’ was the answer.

contains an article by Paderewski.

Tbe great pian

“It is highly de

as a performer on the pianoforte should have well-dev

“It might be thought that practice on the pianof

in itself would bring about the necessary increas

“In case there should appear aught of the mythical in
this instructive story, I may add an example, for the

muscular power aud endurance.

This, however, is

altogether the'case, as it sometimes has a distin

urged against the more thorough system that so few

truth of which I can vouch.

stndents have either time or money to spend on a long

nical attainments made a journey to London in order to

course of harmony, etc.

cramped and unused.

study some special classics with the best procurable

are those of the hand, the forearm, neck, small of

That may be so, and very

A lady of no mean tech¬

deteriorative effect, owing to the muscles being k

The chief muscles actually u

likely is often true ; but if the ear-tests had been started

teacher.

when the pupil was in the public school, he would have

and in the course of these she played many a sonata.

been a proficient listener, before he even thought about
harmony as a special study. If this had been the case,

ecution of a passage, her teacher observed that the pas-

the work is chiefly done from the wrists, and, of cou

sage would be the better for another week’s practice.

the forearm muscles, which raise and lower the fing

a short course under skilled teachers would be amply
sufficient. It can be said in favor of this system of
teaching that it makes a pupil much more ready in ex¬
tempore playing.

Ordinary pupils become confused if

asked to transpose any hymn tune a half step higher or
lower, while one who is used to listening will have
thought of the formation and progression of each chord,
and so can easily play the tune in any other key.
It does seem as if this most important part of a
mnsical education was neglected ; for, not so very long
ago, a graduate of one of the leading American conser¬
vatories was given a harmony class in a school where
this method of teaching was used. Consternation seized
upon that graduate when he heard children half of his
age, and even less, name pitches, keys, and progressions
with a readiness that he could not approach ; then and
there he determined that, in the future, he would teach
harmony by ear alone.

It was too late to mend the

fault in himself, but his pupils are now the gainers by
his rather unpleasant experience. Nor does this facility
destroy the power of working away from the piano, but
it seems to quicken the mental ear; for pupils so taught
do better original work, and distinguish more quickly

She took six lessons—all she had time for—

back, and the shoulders. The latter only come into p

On

in striking heavy chords, for which the hands and a

one occasion, when she entirely broke down in the ex¬

are considerably raised from the keys ; in light play

With this solitary exception, she had no word of criti¬

“It is not so much that greater strength of mu

cism, elucidation, or assistance offered during the lessons,

will give greater power for the pianoforte, but rat

only the general commendation, 1 Very good ; very good,
indeed,’ at the end of each piece.

that the fact of the muscle being in good condition
help the player to express his artistic talent withou

“ Of course, such absurdities very quickly proved
their own cure, bnt the upward swing was given, and the
scale of fees has steadily risen ever since.

There is no

much effort.

To play for a great length of time is o

very painful, aud you can not expect a player to

himself in his art when every movement of his hand

donbt that it is only the best, the most careful, most

provocative of discomfort, if not actual pain.

successful teachers who can hope to command the highest

times, indeed, a great amount of playing brings o

fees now ; but when the fee is at its highest, and the

special form of complaint known as ‘pianist’s cram

‘hour’ is shrunken to thirty or thirty-five minutes, we
are forced to the conclusion that the pupil is paying the

which may so affect tbe muscles and nerves that

price of her teacher’s time, of his personality, of the ad¬

gone.

vantage to herself of his name, rather than the price of
the training she receives.

Indeed, under such circum¬

Som

unfortunate artist thus afflicted finds his occupat

“I have frequently found that though, whilst pl

ing, I have experienced no trouble from my musc

stances lessons may be compared to visits and fees paid

being overtaxed, afterward the reaction had set in,

to consulting physicians. Musical education, in its true
sense, can never be imparted by such methods.

neck, and I have also suffered from severe nenral

Liszt may be looked on as the last teacher of the old,
the princely regime, when to become a pupil was more a

conveys impulses from the brain to the deltoid musc

matter of talent than of money, and to be a pupil was

Weakness in the small of the back has been by no me

to be privileged to live in the circle which daily sur¬

I have had no little exhaustion of the shoulders
pains affecting the nerve which runs from the head

uncommon.”

every one was there. Amid a veritable Chautauqua
salute, the young lady stepped forward for her first solo.
It was exquisitely rendered. Even the orchestra cried
Bravo ’ at the close. The whole concert was an artistic
success, and I believed the financial harvest very great.
Had I looked about, I might have discovered that the
greater part of the audience was American iu every
aspect.
It was a “smart” looking audience, well
dressed, interested, and proud of the achievements of
its young countrywoman. After the concert, I heard
two noted critics conversing in the Garderobe, or cloak¬
room, below.
“ You can never tell anything about these American
concerts,” said the fierce-looking critic to the mildlooking, bald-headed critic. “ You see, there are too
many friends here, too many Americans.”
After this I inquired concerning concerts and concertgoers. I learned many things concerning the mechanism
which surrounds the successful concert, and considerable
halo departed therefrom.
To give a successful concert—a first concert—abroad,
one must have lived some time in the city in which the
initial performance is to be given. One must have
friends and, some might possibly add, be very popular.
Again, one must have a good manager. Herr Wolff
in Berlin, is excellent, but he is not in the habit of
undertaking concerts, unless a certain sum of money
is guaranteed.
Nine hundred marks ($22.5) will pay for your concerthall and the Philharmonic Orchestra. Your advertising
does not cost much, since it is the custom for concertartists to place their photographs in the windows of the
principal music stores in the city. The program of your
concert may also adorn the windows. Programs cost
but little, for they are printed on very coarse paper and,
on the night of the concert, they are sold at the doors
for ten, fifteen, or twenty-five Pfennige (2\ to 5 cents).
Bote and Bock (dealers in music) sell concert tickets
for the week, and do a great deal of advertising for
artists. The photographs of Sarasate, Lilli Lehmann,

“ How long has she been preparing this program ? ” I
asked my teacher.
“About a year,” he replied.
“And how long has she studied?”
“Aboutthirteen years,” was the reply.
“With good teachers? ”
“Yes.”
“ Has she ever been in school much? ”
“No.”
Well, I do n’t wonder that German concerts are a
success,” I ejaculated.
“You’re jealous,” replied my teacher, slyly, as he
went on playing the accompaniment to the first move¬
ment of the Mendelssohn Concerto, and the young vir¬
tuoso drew a bow of which any one might be proud, and
which any American student might emulate (is it libel?)
in thirteen years of good teaching.

fened my hand from the very start of performing a pie
and nothing was said about it and no one observed it
Now, while playing, my continual thought is, wh
to find a point of “ rest,” and if I become conscious
a sense of the old returning stiffness, immediately Isi
the wrist, and can now perform pages with little or
fatigue.
As a matter of course, I instruct my pupils in t
Mason method, and it works beautifully ; the little g
who smilingly plumps herself down on the piano-sto
to take her first music-lesson, receives among other nece
sary things some Mason exercises. To my frequent
quiries of whether the hand feels stiff, comes the su
prised answer, “ Why, no !”

Have yon looked into the Mason method yet, and a

you still struggling with pupils whose rigid arms a
hands will not yield to graceful playing ?

My

advice

to those who wish to be successful teachers as well

performers, that they should by all means procure
teacher of this system and obtain the principles at leas

WHAT THE MASON SYSTEM HAS DONE
FOR ME.

these can be obtained in fewer lessons than is, perhap
thought possible under the guidance of a discriminatin
teacher, and will be well worth the trouble.

Perha

you are bent upon studying the piano in Germany, an

think you have not time to waste upon learning an
BY L. CAMPBELL.

more methods here at home ; but if these enterprisin

Americans have got hold of something which Europea

as one desirous of entering the musical pro¬
fession, a desire to study the best methods, I was ad
vised by friends to take the trip to Europe for the purpose
of studying the piano.
Having,

Having studied at one of our American conservatories
I knew of no other method of playing than by the high
raisiDg ot the fingers, and was not inclined to oppose my
professor’s method.
J
Settling in the city of Hanover, Germany, and en¬
gaging the best teacher which the place afforded I was
immediately presented with Herz’s fiIlger exercises for
performance. I was naturally rather weak in the wrist
and found the hand stiff after having endeavored to

have not yet found, why not have it?

You say the mu

sical atmosphere is so much greater in Germany.
agree with you, for, from the nightingale which warbl

over your head early in the morning and late at night,

the nurse who sits with the children in the great coffe
gardens listening to the orchestra,! everything seems

assume a musical atmosphere ; there is plenty of tim

to give to music, and the Germans give it, and one
never hurried through a lesson to make room for some on
else unless all business on hand is finished.

Having had experience both at home and abroad in th
study of music, my kindly advice is, to all aspirants : B
all means study the art of music first at home, and stud
the Mason method.

could not read at sight.

He was not the type of man to

be discouraged by obstacles, so went diligently about

their own voices.

stance, that he could interest pupils—especially thos

I am aware that this is a pessimistic view of the situa¬

but moderate experience iu singing and ordinary end

He had no aptitude in the appreciation of

tion, and I have not yet dealt with the remainder, who

ment as regards a sensitive, impressionable nature

intervals ; knew nothing of the piano or organ, therefore

can not read at all, who are spending their time and

but little power to reproduce emotional states—in s

depended upon one or two books of musical notation

money cultivating their voices, and who are entitled to

songs far more easily than in a passionate love song.

Mason’s

promotion by virtue of good vocal gifts and commensu¬

latter demands a higher and stronger type of emotio

rate cultivation.

nature and greater technical experience and training.

his task.

and his tuning fork, studying the old “ Lowell

It can not be denied that they occupy

Movable Do Method.”
He worked at it for a year,
devoting a part of every evening to it, at the end of

a compromising position so far as merit and consistent cul¬

which time it was impossible to put any music before

ture may obtain.

him that he could not read accurately, by the use of the

them, and, what is perhaps worse for many who are not

syllables, almost as rapidly as a prima donna would
sing the agility passages in an aria. It was yet some

considering the semi-professional career of choir-singer,

In taking up a new song, the pupil should make

much of the delight and satisfaction of music in the

point to memorize both words and music so thoroug

months before he was able to be independent of the syl¬
lables and read with the same rapidity ; but in a year

social circle is denied.

that each note and each word will fall into its pro

the least gifted and the concert stage for the most gifted

place without the slightest delay or hesitancy.

and a half he became, by dint of hard work, the most

are the alternatives, for neither require aptitude at

the first and a mere mechanical step.

perfect reader it has been my pleasure to meet in the

musical notation ; but even there a consciousness of in¬
capacity on the one hand, or ability on the other, must

can he gone through without any faltering, the singe

argue mightily for the difficulty or ease with which the
In short, the self-respecting

bringing out the expressive qualities of the song.
So much depends upon the part that the composer

profession.

It is not a story drawn from the imagina¬

tion, but fact.

The man was, and ever will be, unmusi¬

cal ; his power to accurately conceive tone distance was

All well-ordered choirs are closed to

To be sure, the opera chorus for

responsibilities are met.

The Voice Part.

Thi

When the s

ready to attempt the artistic work, which consists

entirely cultivated.

It resolved itself into the old ques¬

musician of to-day must include in the plan of work

given to the voice that it may be said that many so

tion of persistence.

How many are there in a thousand

perfection in this branch.

are far better as music than as songs.
A singer who is trying to give an expressive renderi

who are really, firmly, undeviatingly persistent—per¬
sistent by rule, persistent with a purpose so clearly

He owes it to himself, to his

directors, and to his organists ; it affords him an unending
source of satisfaction. A glance will determine for him
the character of a composition. It is sure to he his

to a song feels the upward and downward curves of

defined that, when the scheme is inaugurated and the
habit of persistence clearly and directly identified with

best protection against typographical errors.

part of a song do violence to this feeling, a very gr

it, the resnlt already becomes a foregone conclusion ?

dred to an acquaintance with harmony and general

obstacle is introduced, and much art is reqnired

The effect of this man’s work upon me was to destroy

musical development and treatment.

It is the key to

soften the hardness and asperity of an unvocal phrase

greatly my sympathies for people who do not read.

more situations in the field of vocal music than any

(Observe, I do not say “can not read.”)

other thing, except the vocal instrument itself.

Many examples may be found in songs of an ascen
ing phrase in which the note of climax comes on go

While it would

It is kin¬

It can

voice, as in reading.

If the melodic curves of the vo

be absurd to urge that one person could learn to read as

be learned at home, in the quiet of one’s room, without

word or syllable of minor importance.

quickly as another, or as well as another, it is not un¬

the aid of an instrument.

I repeat that it is within the

adds the element of intensity, and causes the word set

reasonable, in view of recorded facts, to insist that the

reach of every student of singing who is willing to take
the trouble to acquire it.

overcome some of the difficulty by bringing out t

obstacles to successful reading have been greatly magni¬
fied, and rest
worker.
perfectly.

It is no less a lamentable fact that fifty out

of a hundred professionals can be said to read only fairly.
These comprise all grades of musicianship, and would
probably serve to illustrate fully the varied experiences

In such a case, the singer c

natural accents of the words, independently of the mus

usually not in the work, but in the

I ventured that only five out of a hundred could read

it to stand out boldly.

Higher pit

cally accented notes.
Really beautiful singing-the bcl canto-has com¬
pletely disappeared,

with

few exceptions, from

the

German stage, and all sorts of narcotic methods for decemng the eye and ear that have been adopted can
never fill „p this gap. We havennfortnnate, fo
n
that singing is an art. — Weingartner.

For example, take a line from t

well-known song, “ For All Eternity,” by Mascberon
“ The meaning of this mem’ry-laden hour! ”

Following the melody of the song, two musically W

cented notes come at “ of” and the first syllable of t

word “laden”; the logically important words are “mea

the breath in the melody must result in errors, as the

music in any shape will find in this work a most excel¬

go into detail of at the present time.

pauses for two sentences in two different stanzas or an

lent collection, up to date, and an abundance of useful

ever, that it is a work that is very much needed.

original and its translation will seldom come directly at

material.

only been issued a few years, and is almost up to d

the same place.

It contains nearly 1000 pages.

We make everything easy and compre¬
WE have yet remaining a few bicycles, which we have
been offering as a premium.

Louis Musical Neics."

After this supply is ex¬

hausted the premium will be entirely withdrawn.

--

For

forty-three subscriptions we will send a first-class bicycle,

LOVE SONGS.

either ladies’ or gentlemen’s.

For particulars address

The Etude.
Why is
Probably

there such
becanse

are

promptings of their own and

responding

real experiences.

to

It is

supreme experience, to share it with his fellows through
the medium of expression which, to him, is the most
natural.

If he were a shoemaker, he would probably

make his sweetheart the daintiest pair of shoes which his
skill could fashion and show them to his closest friends.
If a horse fancier, he would be quite likely to name his
favorite colt after his inamorata.

Nothing is more cer¬

tain than that water-craft, from canoes to gunboats, have
floated all the tender sentiments that could be associated
with the name.

It is but a step from the real to the

ideal, and the play of fancy or the imagination is never
more worthily employed than

when the poet or com¬

poser has drunk his inspiration from the never-failing
fountain of love.

Human will and reason can rise superior to

inclination, and force from the very talons of distress
that with which to conquer it.

When the world looks

bleak, and affairs go wrong, sing some bright song at the
full compass of your voice.

Plaintive songs are not to

be encouraged nnless one has surplus vitality to get rid
of; but no matter how much or how little the voice you
have, let it out in a ballad or carol now and then, or join
the church choral society to improve your spirits, both by
the vocal exercise and the social intercourse.—“Leader.”

It is in

volumes and retails for $25.00 ; this one retails for

$6.00, and for all practical purposes answers the s

It contains almost as many subj

In Groves’ dictionary there is entirely too much sp

In

ordering, it is well for the teacher to remember

that there are various editions of all piano studies.
cheap editions are now making such inroads on

The
the

given to certain subjects.

Thns, the biographies of

masters occupy entirely too much space.

making a good-sized volume.

to tell what our patrons desire, if they do not specially

is not necessary.

specify.

average reader could desire.

The cheap editions—such as Peters, Litolff,

the Schirmer Library,
price of sheet music.

etc.—are alwnt one-third

the

We are very often in doubt what

In fact, t

are separate volumes and are published as such, each

sheet-music editions that it is a difficult matter for ns

In an encyclopedia

Riemann’s biographies are all that

thoroughly recommend.

It is a work that we

Our edition is just the sam

the Euglish in every respect, but we can furnish it

edition to send, and it would simplify matters greatly

much lower price to those who will subscribe for i

if onr patrons would mention whether sheet music or

advance—$2.50.

cheap edition is desired.

inside of a month.

It is, of course, to be understood

that in the cheap editions there are not the separate
books, except in rare cases.

Thus, Duvernoy, Op. 120,

is published in three books in sheet music form, but

The work will be ready for deliv

So confident are we that we h

hit on something valuable, that in case any one isdissa

tied with the work after they have received it, and th
it is not worth the price, we are willing to refund

only published complete in the cheap editions, at about

money.

the same price as for the three books in sheet form.

have the work charged.

Those who have good open accounts with tis

Rem ember, this is an unn-

opportunity to secure an encyclopedia of music.

Singing is highly recommended as a nerve tonic,
and justly.

The price of this volume is within the reach of all.
only other complete encyclopedia is Groves’.

as Groves’, although they are not treated in such de

the

natural for a man, when under stress of any superior or

It is in one volume.

a great deal of new material not in the original Germ

purpose as Groves’.

a predominance of love songs?

composers

It

Euglish edition is by J. S. Shedlock, B. A., and cont

hensible for the other instruments ; why should we neg¬
lect the queen of them all—the human voice ?—“ The St.

We can say, h

As this is the season wheu teachers are perfecting
their plans for the coming winter, and are looking for
the best things that shall be of assistance to them and
their pupils, we would suggest that they do not neglect
examining and testing the merits of the Bidwell Pocket
Hand Exerciser, which is highly indorsed by all teachers
who have as yet become acquainted with it.
Mr. Parsons says : “ It proves to be very satisfactory
and deserves popular favor,” and we might add a long
list of similar testimonials.

It is without doubt the

In the latter part of the present month we will9

out to our patrons who desire it the first package of
new music.

By this we mean the custom of send

out new music to the schools and the profession ge

rally, throughout the United States—about ten P'*
each month during the busiest teaching season of
year.

We have a circular which explains this P*

which we would be pleased to send to any one desir
it.

By this system, with a very little outlay, y°u

I have been very much pleased with your promptness
ETC.. ETC.
and kindness in filling orders, also with your special
oilers. Have quite a library by taking advantage of
L. S. LEASON and H. H. McGRANAHAN.
*'lleraGrace M. Bramhall.
I want to thank you for prompt attention and On
Complete, in Board Covers, 75 Cents. 19-4 Pages, Large Octavo.
Sale music. I do not think now I could get along
without The Etude. Do not fail to send me The
A complete course in chorus singing from the very beginning to the most advanced concert work. Containin
Etude ; it is my best friend in my work.
an a mndance of material for every purpose,—church and concert, solos and quartets, anthems, patriotic song
Lizzie E. Richardson.
etc., etc., and a selection of choruses from the best works of the great masters.
. &reat advantage this work has in addition to the large volume and variety of material is the separa
I want to thank you for the promptness aud complete¬
ness with which you filled my order of last week, and tion into parts, as follows:
will say that I was very much gratified therefor. Depend PART I.—ELEMENTARY DEPARTMENT,.30 Cen
upon my patronage in the future, and whatever good I
A Graded Course for Beginners.
can do you I shall be happy to perform
PART II.—INTERMEDIATE DEPARTMENT,.
.... 30 Cen
F. Marion Soiirbeer.
Church Music, Secular Choruses, Glees, Patriotic’Songs’ Vocalises, etc ’
I am greatly pleased with Dr. Clarke’s new “ Har PART III—CHORUS DEPARTMENT.
.30 Cent
mony, ” as I am with all the publications you send out.
Choruses, Obligato Songs, etc., selected from the works of Wagner, Mendelssohn, Haydn,
Mrs. F. A. Heartrill.
Brahms, and others.
I received the game “The Great Composers,” and am A LIBERAL DISCOUNT IS ALLOWED.
delighted with it.
Emma Kayser.

Class Book

Send for free copy of Part I to the Publisher,

I think a great deal of your “ Reed-organ Studies,”
and have better success in advancing pupils with them
than any other studies I have ever used.
Jennie Cockrell.

I am much pleased with the “Standard English
Songs ” ; it is the finest collection I have seen.

THEO. PRESSER,

iros

Chestnut St., Philadelphia

SCHOOL MUSIC AND ROOKS

Jennie H. Reed.

JUST

The “Pronouncing Dictionary” was received this
afternoon. I have looked it over and find it just what
I have been wanting.
Mrs. R. L. Pollard.

Your On Sale music is more to my taste : nothing
trashy. It is all carefully selected.

\

ClHDERELlLlA.
Operetta lor Schools.

Mrs. Rev. A. G. Berky.

I regard “ How to Teach : How to Study,” by E. M.
Sefton, as a most ennobling work, which, if followed
would give us purity in aim and attainment. A teacher
and pupil with such ambition and effort will uplift and
encourage his day and generation.

PUBLISHED.

Howard.
Hr

.

Howard.

Cloth,

By G. Jacobi.
CHlLiD

Very simple and melodious.
VOICE

Ifl

Time of Performance: 1 hour.

SiplGiplG.
75 cents

°N

TRAILING

THE

CHlLiD

VOICE.

Cloth..°.35 centa

Mrs. T. W. Raymond.

I bought a set of Mason’s “Touch and Technic,”
which your journal so highly recommends, and insisted
on my piano-teacher instructing me in this. She con
sented, and likes the system so well she now uses it
with a large class.
Viola Bishop.

Stubbs.

(iotbHlNTS

TF*flINlNG

BOYS’

VOICES.
75 cents

NOVEkkO, EWER &• CO.,

21 East 17th st., new yoRK

